Delaware Printing Co.

Our commitment is printing perfection
Printing • Inserting • Mailing • Delivery

Serving publishers throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast:
Delaware • Maryland • Virginia • Pennsylvania
New Jersey • New York • Massachusetts • Washington, D.C.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PRESS EQUIPMENT
Koenig & Bauer AG Colora Printing Tower
• Double round, double wide
• Tabloid, broadsheet and flexi products available in a variety of sizes with paper saving 21” cutoff
• Press speeds up to 75,000 imprints per hour
• Fully automated inking, color registration and page cutoff ensures a high quality product from “copy one to the end of the run!”
• Stitching in-line
• No nipper or trolley marks plus clean motorized slitters
• Variety of paper stocks available
• Gammerler stackers
• Strapping machines
• Staccato screening utilizing a 25 micron dot for high quality reproduction

CTP Equipment (Computer to Plate)
• Kodak Prinergy page processing software
• VLF Kodak Magnus platemaking equipment
• Nela Vision punch and binder
• Virtual Proofing System (VPS) available

Inserting Equipment
• Harris 1372 – 11 into 1
• Kirk Rudy – 4 into 1 (with inline mailing capabilities)

We offer our clients the highest quality printing available on an open web press. Please call for information and pricing.
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OUR GREEN INITIATIVE
As of April 1, 2012, Delaware Printing Co. is a landfill-free company.
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